We present a model of text analysis for text-to-speech m S ) synthesis based on weighted finite-state -dum, which serves as the text-analysis module of the multilingual Bell Labs TI'S system. The transducers are constructed using a lexical toolkit that allows declarative descriptions of lexicons, morphological rules, numeralexpansion rules, and phonological rules, inter alia. To date, the model has been applied to eight languages: Spanish. Italian. Romanian, French, German, Russian, Mandarin and Japanese.
INTRODUCTION
The first task faced by any text-to-speech F S ) system is the conversion of input text into a linguistic representation. This is a complex task since the written form of any language is at best an imperfect representation of the comspondiug spoken forms. Among the problems that one faces in handling ordinary text are the following:
1. Some languages, such as Chinese, do not delimit words with whitespace. One is therefore required to 'reconstruct' word boundaries in 'ITS systems for such languages. 2. Digit sequences need to be expanded into words, and more generally into well-formed number names: so 243 in English would generally be expanded as WO hundred and fony three. 3. Abbreviations must be expanded into full words. This can involve some amount of contextual disambiguation: so kg. can be either kilogram or kilogrums, depending upon the context-4. Ordinary words and names need to pronounced. In many languages, this requires morphological analysis: even in languages with fairly 'regular' spelling, morphological s t r u~ is often crucial in determining the pronunciation of a word 5. Prosodic phrasing is only sporadically marked (by punmation) in text, and phrasal accentuation is almost never marked.
In many ' I T S system the first thm tasks -word segmentation, and digit and abbreviation expansion -would be classed under the rubric of t a r nomralitarion and would generally be handled prior to, and often in a quite different fashion from the last two problems, which fall more squarely within the domain of linguistic (with ~nep,m,,g,muc~ p e r~a q i n s s r , s g l ) 'with one Ffive percent-' As with the adjectival forms, there is nothing peculiar about the behavior of the noun procent: all nouns exhibit identical behavior in combination with numbers. The complexity, of course, arises because the written form 8 gives no indication of what linguistic form it corresponds to. Furthermore, there is no way to correctly expand this form without doing a substantial amount of analysis of the context, including some analysis of the morphological properties of the surrounding words, as well as an analysis of the relationship of the percentage expression to those words.
The obvious solution to this problem is to delay the decision on how exactly to transduce symbols like or %' until one has enough cent' ; s pjat'iu procentami (with five [iastr,pl] [7] , which serves as the text-analysis module of the multilingual Bell Labs TI'S system. To date, the model has been applied to eight languages: Spanish, Italian, Romanian, French, German, Russian, Mandarin and Japanese. One property of this model that distinguishes it from most 7 T S text-analyzers is that such tasks as numeral expansion and word-segmentation are not logically prior to other aspects of linguistic analysis. T h m is therefore no distinguished ' text-normalization' phase.
0vERALLARcHITEcTuRE
Let us start with the example of the lexical analysis and pronunciation of ordinary words, raking again an example from Russian. Russian orthography is often described as morphophonemic, meaning that the orthography represents not a surface phonemic level of representation, but a more abstract leveL This is description is correct, but from the point of view of predicting word pronunciation, it is notewolthy that Russian, with a well-defined set of lexical exceptions. is almost completely phonemic in that one can predict the pronunciation of most words in Russian based on the spelling of those words -provided one knows the placement of lexical sbltss. since several Russian vowels undergo reduction to varying degrees depending upon their position relative to sassed syllables. The catch is that lexical stress usually depends upon knowing lexical Propemes of the word, including moxpbological class information.
To rake a concrete example, consider the word kosm (Cyrillic ROCTpa) (bonfire+genitivc.singular). This word belongs to a class of masculine nouns w h m the lexical stress is placed on the inflectional ending, when there is one. For text elements such as numbers, abbreviations, and special symbols such as '%I, the model just presented seems less persuasive, because there is no aspect of a string, such as '25%' that indicates its pronunciation: such saings are purely logogmphic (or even ideographic) representing nothing about the phonology of the words involved? For these casts we presume a direct mapping between all possible forms of pmcent, and the symbol '%: call this transducer Lpcrc. a subset Of L,pcctol rymw. Then L& maps from the symbol '%' to the various forms of pmcent. In the same way, the transducer L& L& maps from numben followed by the sign for percent, into various possible (and some impossible) lexical renditions of that srring -the various forms to be disambiguated using contextual infonnation, as we shall show below. Abbreviations BIT handled in a similar manner abbnviations such as kg (xr) in Russian show the same complexity of behavior as prvcem.
So far we have ban discussing the mapping of single text words into their lexical renditions. The construction of an analyzer to handle a whole text is basedon the observation that atext is simply constructed out of one or more instances of a text word coming from one of the models described above -either an ordinary word, an abbreviation, a number, a special symbol, or some combination of numbers with a special symbol; with each of thae tokens separated by some Combination of whitespace or punctuation. The suucture of this model of lexical analysis is summarized in Figure 1 . We prc- 
Similarly, the model
LGne maps between punctuation marks (possibly with flanking whitespace) and the lexical realization of those marks: in many, though not all, cases the punctuation mark may comspond to a prosodic phrase boundary.
The output of the lexical analysis WFST diagrammed in Figure 1 is a lattice of all possible lexical analyses of all words in the input sentence. Obviously in general we want to remove contextually inappropriate analyses, and to pick the 'best' analysis in cases when one Cannot make a categorical decision. This is accomplished by a set of one or more language modcl transducers -henceforth Awhich are derived from rules or other expressions that examine contexts wider than the lexical word. Phrasal accentuation and prosodic phrasing are also handled by the language model transducers? The output of composing the lexical analysis WFST with A is a lattice of contextually disambiguated lexical analyses. The lowestcost path of this lattice is then selected, using a Vitcrbi barpath algorithm. Weights on the lattice may be weights hand-selected to disfavor cerrain lexical analyses -see the Russian percentage example detailed in the next section; or they may be genuine data-daivcd weight estimates, as in the case of the Chinese lexical analysis WFST, w h m the weights correspond to the negative log (unigntm) pbability of a particular lexical enny [ 1 1 I. Given the best lexical analysis, one can then proceed to apply the phonological transducer (or set of transducers) P to the lexical analysis, or more properly to the locical analysis composed with the lexical-to-MMA map M , as we saw mapping from the lexical analyses of ordinary words to their MMA, if the map is constructed with sufficient carc it cao serve as the transducer for lexical analyses coming from any of the text-word models.
The consuuction of the WFSTs depends upon a lexical toolkit, which allows for the description of linguistic generalizations in linguistically sensible human-readable fom: the toolkit is thus similar in spirit to the Xerox tools [4, 31, though the latter do not allow weights in the descriptions. Considuations of space-do not allow me to describe the toolkit here: the reader is refmed to the longer version of this paper in of OWE@M ~ystan; scc (1.131. This is lagely becausethe E M t Efirst composed with the lexical analysis WFST to produce a set of possible lexical forms; see Figure 2 . By default the lexical analyzer marks the adjectival readings of' 46' with ' *' , meaning that they will be filtered out by the language-model WFSTs. if contextual information does not save them. Weights on analyses mark constructions -usually oblique case forms -that are not in principle ill-formed but are disfavored except in certain well-defined contexts. The corrCCt analysis (boxed in Hgge 2). for example, has a weight of 2.0 which is an arbitrary weight assigned to the oblique instrumental adjectival case form: the prcfmed form of the adjectival rendirion ' %' is masculine, nominative, singular if no consaaints apply to rule it out. Next the language model WFSTs A an composed with the lexical analysis lattice. See Figure 3 . The WFSTs A include FMSducers compiled from e t e xules that enswe that the adjectival rendition of ' %' is selected whenever thm is a noun following the percent urpnssion (the first block in Figure 3) , and rules that msun the c m t case, number and gender of the adjectival form given the form of the following noun (the second block in Figure 3) . In addition, a filter expre~sible as -( C o l o ) rcmoves any analyses containing the tag * (the third block in Figure 3) . The lowest-weight analysis among the remaining analyses is then selected. Finally, the lexical analysis is composed with M o P to produce the phonemic oanscription. Table 1 gives the sizes of the lexical analysis WFSTs for the languages Gmnan, Spanish, Russian and Manda~in. To a large extent, thwe sizes accord with our intuitions of the difficulties of lexical processing in the various languages. So Russian is very large, comlating with the complexity of the morphology in that language. German is somewhat smaller. Mandarin has a small number of stare, correlating with the fact that Mandarin words tend to be simple in t c m of morphemic s t r u m ; but there arc a relatively large number of arcs, due to the large character set involved. Sizes for the Spanish transducer arc misleading since the current Spanish system includes only minimal morphological analysis: note that morphological analysis is mostly unnecessary in Spanish for c o m a word pronunciation. While the transducers can be large, the pufomauce (on. e.g., an SGI Indy) is acceptably fast for a 'ITS application.
SIZEANDSPEEDISSUES
Slower performance is certainly observed, however, when the sys- 
SuMMARYANDF7JTuREWORK
The system for text analysis presented in this paper is a complete working system that has been used in the development of 
